Annual Meeting of the World Union of Olympic Cities
| 29 October 2018

WELCOME TO THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE OLYMPIC CITIES

Dear Olympic City representatives,
It is my great pleasure to welcome you again to the
Olympic Capital!
This past year will always be remembered as one of rich
contributions to the development of Olympic values,
peace, social inclusion and commitment to a healthy
society.
At the beginning of the year, the PyeongChang Games,
in addition to being a successful edition, were the
stage of a historical milestone in re-initiating a dialogue
between the North and South Koreas. This event was
followed by several actions to build bridges between
the two nations, placing the role of the Olympic Movement as an actor able to contribute to developing
peace and bringing people together through sport.
At the same time, the IOC session decided to proactively approach African NOCs to organize the 2022
Youth Olympic Games in Africa, thus renouncing the
competitive bidding phase to favour a dialogue in
order to ensure that a greater number of cities can
have the opportunity to host the Games. This strategy
was confirmed during the IOC session in Buenos Aires
which awarded the 2022 Youth Olympic Games to
Dakar, Senegal which represents a fantastic opportunity
to develop partnerships with the continent of the youth
and explore its potentialities for the future.
In addition to these two major contributions to the
Olympic Movement, the year 2018 witnessed the first
ever Olympism in Action Forum, held at the opening of
the Youth Olympic Games in Buenos Aires. It embodies
the willingness of the Olympic Movement to enhance
its outreach to civil society at large, in order to listen
to diversity and incorporate current challenges and
concerns into the vision of the institution.
As “tomorrow belongs to those who are active today”,
during this Forum, the IOC awarded the first certifications of the Active Well-being Initiative to six cities,
making the promotion of health one of the top priorities for the Olympic Movement.

As a City Mayor and the President of the World Union
of Olympic Cities, I acknowledge with great appreciation to what extent the Olympic Movement is endorsing its social responsibility as a global actor, beyond
sport events and on all the different levels from national authorities to municipal authorities and finally to
the entire society.
As Olympic Cities, we also have an opportunity to
contribute to the development of the Olympic Movement. It is also our role to make our voice heard about
the opportunities and challenges that long-term legacy
management represents and to support the IOC in developing the most efficient strategy and efforts towards
sustainability of the Games and long-lasting legacy. By
continuously activating our legacy and promoting the
value of sport and a healthy lifestyle, we show that
hosting the Games marks the cities with an enduring
footprint far beyond the building of sports infrastructure and that we will continue to support the IOC in
defining the future of responsible Games.
In our network and during the Annual Meeting of the
World Union of Olympic Cities, I encourage you to take
the floor to share your experience and knowledge with
the other Members as well as your needs and expectations of our network. We aim at continuing to act
as a facilitator for the Olympic Cities to maintain and
develop their legacies in the most efficient and creative
ways.
Your involvement in our association allows it to be
innovative, lively and productive. I would like to thank
each and every one of you for being part of this
network and for contributing to its value.
I wish you a happy stay in Lausanne, where I would like
you to feel at home.
I am looking forward to taking part in our fruitful discussions.
Grégoire Junod
President of the World Union of Olympic Cities
Mayor of the City of Lausanne

PHOTO EXHIBITION |
ONCE AN OLYMPIC CITY, ALWAYS AN OLYMPIC CITY
“A picture speaks a thousand words”
Asian Proverb
Legacy is a lively tool which does not sleep on a dusty shelf. Cities use their creativity to showcase their Olympic
past as well as use it as a leverage for new projects and initiatives.

Have a look in the Club Coubertin and take stroll through the Olympic legacy pictures
—
Montréal Olympic Park

Amsterdam TeamNL

As time goes by

«Edutainment» In de Klas

Munich Youth Festival

Grenoble’s Fresque Malherbe

Olympic Cities form a privileged group as they share an experience that a huge number of other Cities dream
of living someday – the experience of hosting the Olympic Games. These pictures allow to share experience and
successes so that other Members can learn from these successes, improving cities and the lives of those that live in
them. It is about connecting with one another to achieve this in the most efficient way possible.

MASH at the Olympic Park

The Memory Factory

On the Way to Paris 2024

Lausanne Olympic Week

Olympic Cities have their uniqueness in common. But every Olympic City is also unique and has its own assets
to be valued. The exhibition attempts to show both the uniqueness of Olympic Cities and the universality of the
message they carry.

Sport for All Celebration

Let’s try!

PyeongChang Dream Program

Lillehammer YOG

Where dreams come true

Learning by Leading

RIO 2016 Refugee Olympic Team

Showcasing London

Roots and Wings

The City on Stage

Seoul Olympic Museum of Art

Mexico City

A Poetic Stroll

Art and Design

Motivation to activate the Olympic legacy goes far beyond reigniting the glorious Olympic past and recollecting
memories of a unique moment in the City’s history. Although it refers to the Cities’ Olympic history, the exhibition
is first about the present and the future of Host Cities. It is about how the past can be built upon to boost the
present and prepare the future.

Exhibition created in collaboration with the International Olympic Committee

SESSION 1 | 9:15 – 10:00
MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2018
OLYMPIC MUSEUM
9:00 – 9:15

Welcome
word


Legacy Activation in 2018
As it is an Olympic Games year, 2018 has seen many flourishing initiatives which promote Olympic values and sports. Cities abounded with
projects and initiatives to connect with the PyeongChang and Buenos Aires Games and valorise Olympic legacy. The Annual Meeting offers a
great opportunity to take stock of, to map and to inventory the creativity of Olympic Cities. This session will invite Olympic Cities to list and
share the initiatives taken by Cities in activating their legacy and encouraging sport practice. Discussions will be based on a short questionnaire
that will allow Members to establish a lively restrospective of 2018.

Grégoire Junod, Mayor of Lausanne and
President of the World Union of Olympic Cities

9:15 – 10:00

Session 1 – Legacy Activation in 2018

As it is an Olympic Games year, 2018 has seen many flourishing initiatives which promote Olympic values and sports. This session will invite Olympic Cities to list and share
their initiatives in activating their legacy and encouraging sport practice.

10:00 – 11:05

Session 2 – Legacy Governance - Part 1

Cities are progressively adopting sound managing tools and are setting up dedicated
organisational structures to activate their legacy and make the most out of this precious
“capital”. In this session, several Olympic Cities will present their institutional models.

11:05 – 11:20

Coffee Break

11:20 – 12:30

Session 2 – Legacy Governance - Part 2

Participants will then join group discussions and exchange on the cases presented. A
final restitution will allow to review the various legacy governance models, take stock of
the challenges met, draw recommendations and share key learnings.

12:30 – 14:00

Group Picture & Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

Session 3 – Celebrations

Celebrations are one of the most popular ways of connecting City inhabitants with their
own Olympic history. In this session, three presentations will address various ways of
celebrating Olympic anniversaries and valuing legacy. As the concept of celebrations also
goes beyond anniversary dates, the IOC will present different opportunities for Cities to
permanently celebrate their editions of the Games.

15:30 – 16:50

Session 4 – Documenting the Legacy of the Olympic Games

This session will focus on two IOC projects: “Living Legacies and Online Resources“,
which will provide a search tool to look up legacies filtering by type and edition; and
“The Olympic Venues project”, which aims to document and assess the legacy of a series
of venues across each edition.

16:50 – 17:15

Coffee Break

17:15 – 18:00

Session 5 – The Union’s Development
As innovation is part of the Union’s DNA, and governance is this year’s main topic,
Members are invited to voice what their expectations of their association are as well as
what kind of services could potentially be provided.

18:00 – 18:45

General Assembly of the World Union of Olympic Cities

NOTES

SESSION 2 | 10:00 – 12:30
Legacy Governance

NOTES

Managing legacy has become a daily job! Anticipation and planning are the key words of success. Cities are progressively adopting sound managing tools and are setting up dedicated organisational structures to activate their legacy and make the most out of this precious “capital”.
In this session, several Olympic Cities will present their institutional models. The audience will be divided in two groups and will be presented
successively four legacy governance models by four Olympic City representatives in each group. Participants will then have group discussions
mixing both groups and will exchange on the eight cases presented. A final restitution will allow to review the various legacy governance
models, to take stock of the challenges met in setting such structures and to draw recommendations and key learnings.

Vancouver

Tokyo

—

—

2010 Legacies Now

Japan Sport Council

Buenos Aires

Beijing

Winter Olympic Games
2010

Summer Youth Olympic Games
2018

Summer Olympic Games
1964

Summer Olympic Games
2008

—

—

Legado Olímpico

Beijing Olympic City
Development Association

Sydney

Lillehammer

Summer Olympic Games
2000

Winter Olympic Games
1994

—

—

Sydney Olympic Park Authority

Lillehammer Olympic Legacy
Sports Center

St. Louis

Summer Olympic Games
1904

—
St. Louis Olympic Legacy
Committee

Los Angeles

Summer Olympic Games
1984

—
LA84 Foundation

SESSION 3 |

14:00 – 15:30

Celebrations

NOTES

Celebrations are one of the most popular ways of connecting City inhabitants with their own Olympic history. For Cities, it is also a timely opportunity to invest in their future while investigating their past. In this session, three presentations will address Olympic anniversary celebration
programmes. They will describe the objectives defined and highlight the results achieved.
As the concept of celebrations also goes beyond anniversary dates, the IOC will present different opportunities for cities to permanently celebrate their editions of the Games. Thanks to spectaculars embodying the Olympic image or through urban markers enhanced by storytelling
elements and context explanations, Olympic Cities and associated Cities now have access to new material and simplified request procedures.
The cases presented by the IOC will explore four essential questions that Cities have to address when elaborating projects related to permanent celebrations.

Andrés Vergara de la Torre

Commercial and Strategic Partnerships Director, Mexico City Sports Institute (INDEPORTE)

—
As the Commercial and Strategic Partnerships Director at Mexico City Sports Institute, Andrés Vergara de la
Torre is curently dealing with major international sports and sport-related events for which he liaises with the
IOC, NOCs and other partners. He was recently involved in Mexico’s 50th Olympic Games anniversary celebrations, the UIPM Pentathlon World Championship 2018, the Mexico City Marathon and the 2026 FIFA World
Cup Bid.

Hiroshi Higushi

Deputy Mayor, Nagano

—
Hiroshi Higushi is the Deputy Mayor of the City of Nagano which celebrates the 20th Anniversary of the 1998
Winter Olympic Games in 2018. After working for the Olympic Bureau’s Facilities Section, Hiroshi Higushi
joined the Nagano Olympic Organizing Committee in 1995 and was in charge of the venue arrangements
with International Federations. He became Deputy Mayor of the City of Nagano in 2012 while he was hitherto
Director of the Industry Promotion Department.

Jana Janatova

Czech Olympic Committee’s International Relations Manager

—
The Czech Olympic Committee’s International Relations Manager, Jana Janotova, is a coordinator of the Sport
Parks Inspired by the Olympics project. Having worked with seven National Olympic Committees, the IOC and
other organisations, she will present the rationale and results of the project and how they are applicable to
Host Cities. Ms. Janotova is based at the European Olympic Committees EU Office, where she is responsible,
next to the Czech NOC activities, for following a number of EU sport policy and funding files, including gender
equality and international development.

Aurélie Lemouzy
IOC Legacy Manager

—
Aurélie Lemouzy is currently Legacy Manager at the International Olympic Committee. She previously worked
on World Rugby legacy programmes for the Rio 2016 Olympics, and England 2015, Ireland 2017 and Japan
2019 Rugby World Cups.

SESSION 4 |

15:30 – 16:50

SESSION 5 | 17:15 – 18:00

Documenting the Legacy of the Olympic Games

The Union’s Development

This session will focus on two IOC projects: “Living Legacies and Online Resources“, which will provide a search tool to look up legacies filtering by type and edition; and “The Olympic Venues project”, which aims to document and assess the legacy of a series of venues across each
edition.

As innovation is part of the Union’s DNA and governance is this year’s main topic, Members are invited to voice what their expectations of their
association are as well as what kind of services could potentially be provided. A reflection on how Members could get more involved in the
work and functioning of the association would also be extremely useful in continuing to best meet the needs and serve the interests of both
the association and its Members.

Marie Sallois Dembreville

IOC Director, Corporate Development, Brand and Sustainability

—
Marie Sallois Dembreville has worked for over ten years in the professional services sector at the international
level in close partnership with the Olympic Games. As a Management Consultant, she has also successfully led
major international reorganisations in the public and private sectors. She holds an MBA from the IMD and a
Master’s in Management from the High School of Commerce (HEC) in Paris.

Tania Braga

IOC Head of Legacy

—
Tania Braga has held the positions of Scientific Head of Sustainable Sport and Events at AISTS and Senior
Researcher at IMD. With a robust 20 years of experience in sustainability, she worked at developing and
overseeing the sustainability, accessibility and legacy programmes of Rio 2016. She has also lectured for a
number of postgraduate, continuing and executive educational programmes in Brazil and Switzerland.

Gus Glover

IOC Legacy Manager

—
Gus Glover manages the research and development of tools and methods to promote and communicate the
legacy impact of the Olympic Games across all editions. Gus has a background in policy and communications,
he previously worked for the FIA, the governing body of world motor sport, where he held positions in campaigns and communications, and development and education.
NOTES

NOTES

ONCE AN OLYMPIC CITY, ALWAYS AN OLYMPIC CITY
MEMBERS OF THE WORLD UNION OF OLYMPIC CITIES

Active Members
Albertville (France)
Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Antwerp (Belgium)
Athens (Greece)
Atlanta (United States)
Barcelona (Spain)
Beijing (China)
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Calgary (Canada)
Chamonix (France)
Gangneung (South Korea)
Innsbruck (Austria)
Lake Placid (United States)

Associated Members
Lausanne (Switzerland)
London (Great Britain)
Los Angeles (United States)
Mexico City (Mexico)
Montreal (Canada)
Moscow (Russia)
Munich (Germany)
Nanjing (China)
Paris (France)
Pyeongchang (South Korea)
Qingdao (China)
Qinhuangdao (China)

Quebec (Canada)
Reno Tahoe (United States)
Richmond (Canada)
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
Sapporo (Japan)
Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Singapore (Singapore)
Sochi (Russia)
St. Louis (United States)
St. Moritz (Switzerland)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Tokyo (Japan)

Busan (South Korea)
Denver (United States)
Rotterdam (Netherlands)
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